THE LAST FEW DAYS

Tpt.  🎺  4

Ten. Sax.  🎼  4

Vib.  🎼  4

Pno.  🎹  4

Org.  🎹  4

U. Bass  🎹  4
Tpt.: disintegrates into group blowing

Ten. Sax.: on cue move to F C

Vib.

Pno.

Org.

U. Bass
ONLY PLAY FIGURES ON REPEAT
HAVE THIS FIGURE BUILD UP IN UNISON WITH WHOLE BAND TO BREAK INTO NEW SECTION
Breaks down to more sparse improv

Builds back up to written material then cue F
Stay on this getting quieter on cue horns move onto H
PAUSE HERE (FALSE ENDING) THE CUE H

VERY STILL AND QUIET  R+R TO NOTHING
WITH GLITCHY SPEEDING UP SLOWING DOWN?